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DEFINITION OF Gentle/Religious Romance:   As an example of the Emotion 

Genres (like Horror and Relationship Fiction), Romance makes its impact with 

readers through the emotional response its authors create and elicit from its 

readers. “The focus on the developing relationship between the two characters 

and the reader’s vicarious emotional participation in that union are central to 

Romance fiction. The plot must revolve around the love relationship and its happy 

ending; all else that happens in secondary” (216 Saricks/Wyatt).                           

“The Inspirational/Religious Romance is essentially a love story infused with 

religious (typically Christian) values and beliefs. These stories usually employ a 

basic story line of the Innocent or Sweet Romance variety, but as the love 

relationship progresses, the characters also grow spiritually…The combination of 

romantic and spiritual growth is the distinguishing characteristic of the 

Inspirational Romance subgenre” (273 Ramsdell).  The emphasis of a Gentle 

Romance is that the sex happens off the page/behind closed doors and usually is 

limited to respectful caresses, hand-holding, and some innocent kissing and can 

be categorized as Chaste, Sweet, and PG. These stories can be set within any 

landscape or time period often featuring close-knit and small-town communities. 

[Ramsdell’s Romance Fiction. 1999; Saricks/Wyatt’s RA Guide to Genres 3rd ed. 2019] 

RESOURCES:  See the Blog. 

Important Abbreviations:                                                                                                                      

HEA: Happily ever after / HFN: Happy for Now                                                                               

ST: Sexual Tension 

  

https://ragenrestudy.wordpress.com/romance-arc2-religious-gentle-romance-1-25-22/
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Thoughts on Contemporary Arc I vs. Gentle/Religious Arc II 

Arc 2 has no sex and religion plays a thematic role; Arc 1 contained explicit sex 

which added to the Tone to make it hotter infusing the Tone and the Pace. 

Regarding Arc II, some readers felt that religion was not as important as 

friendships to the CH development and Story Line in the Benchmark.  

Some felt there was a balance between religion and relationship and that if the 

religion was pulled out of the story it would have still been a strong Story Line. 

Others strongly disagreed and found that the religion has “way too much space” 

and was “too much in your face.” 

Compared to other Religious Romances, many agreed that the benchmark was 

more balanced than some others. 

BENCHMARK DISCUSSION (Everyone read one title.) 

The Saturday Night Supper Club: #1 (2018) by C. E. Laureano.  

Content summation: After an essay he writes results in chef Rachel Bishop’s firing, 

a repentant Alex Kanin partners with Rachel to host an exclusive pop-up dinner party 

that they hope will restore her career.  

APPEAL 

CHARACTERS 

o Rachel Bishop--CH (distrustful, talented, driven) 

o Rachel is resolving the conflict in her life that occurs when she is bought 

out of her upscale restaurant (head chef and part owner) and searches for 

a new path that will both fulfill her need to create and share her culinary 

vision and renew her faith 

 Some readers did not believe the CH motivation provided by the author 

or felt that the author is not very consistent in creating the motivation 

 Her background with an abusive step-father, etc. should have been 

better-developed 

 Never comprehended Rachel’s motivation for not forgiving Alex and 

looking for reasons to shut down the relationship; she does make him 

really work for forgiveness for his Internet faux pas that some felt was 

unrealistic to begin with:  

o Neither should have been surprised at going viral in this day and 

age. 

o Rachel not addressing the issue made her CH seem ineffectual  
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(Benchmark: CH cont.) 

o Rachel’s reactions to the Me-Too parallel turned off quite a few 

readers who felt that the decision to not criticize a male for his 

bad behavior was being bent to seem like a virtue: Equating 

negative experiences with bitterness invalidating legitimacy of 

feelings (Author’s agenda?) 

 However, others thought that the author did a good job portraying her 

all-consuming drive as a chef who has no time for anything but her 

career 

o Good portrayal of an Adrenaline-Junky whose performance in 

the kitchen supercharges her. 

o She treats her employees with respect and is not a diva. 

Although, someone does mention it feels less than authentic for 

her to not already know some Spanish 

o Alex Kanin is a writer whose New Yorker article is an unintentional catalyst 

for Rachel’s dilemma 

 Would a writer realistically have been without his laptop that often? 

 Unrealistic as well that Alex’s psychology background is presented as 

the reason for his “sensitivity” to others’ feelings—implying that a man 

has to be educated in order to be emotionally aware—this came 

across as contrived, over-explained, and wrong. 

 However, Alex’s view on incivility and social media was a valid point. 

o Alex has writer’s block and has a deep belief in God that he is trying to 

strengthen as he struggles to make amends to Rachel 

o Author effectively creates the CHs first and then introduces their individual 

struggles with faith as part of their CH details 

 Alex’s Russian Orthodox roots are explored with a light touch but the 

author does a good job with how different faith traditions can lead 

people towards the same convictions  
 Some readers felt that religion was not as important as friendship to 

the CH development and Story Line.   

 Some readers felt that the emphasis was on a person’s values like 
honesty rather than on an overt church-going faith 

o Great explorations of what motivates people to excel and follow their bliss 

o Well-developed 2nd CHs but not a greatly Diverse cast  
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TONE 

o PG emphasizing ST and longing is a slow-burn 

 Kissing passionately is as hot as this books gets 

 Good build-up of ST 

 Although, chemistry is easier to create without the physical 

embargo 

o Sweet, bright, jovial and lively love story peppered with romance and 

delectable cuisine 

 Some reader disagreed with the above, instead describing the Tone in 

turns as frustrating, boring, intense, light 

 The CHs’ struggle and resulting hard work was a burden that weighed 

down the Tone. 

o Some humor 

o Use of weather details add mood to the background 

o Gentle Romance with some Religious infusion that is subtle not preachy 

 References to the Bible, God’s will, and the power of prayer and 

faith over the necessity of practicing a formal religion 

 God is talked about but not Jesus 

 Some readers felt that there was no judgement implied about 

others’ religious beliefs. Those of the Christian faith will see their 

beliefs reflected and to them the labeling of someone “Christian” 

may be a valid desire.  

 Others strongly disagreed and found that the religion has “way too 

much space” and “was too much in your face.” 

STORY LINE 

o Enemies to Lovers Trope Presents a love story centered on religious 

(Christian) values 

 Follows the same storyline as gentle or innocent romances and the 

CHs are dealing with with their feelings and emotions throughout the 

book 

 Elements of spiritual growth 

 Instead of focusing on the resolution of religious differences, this story 

line has both CHs validate their similar beliefs 

 The resolution of the romantic relationship is more important than 

either CHs’ faith but their Romantic relationship is strengthened by this 

shared belief in God and faith in a greater power. 

o One criticism was that Rachel’s background with an abusive step-father, 

etc. should have been better-developed 
o Themes: Bouncing Back; Foodie; Internet Trolling; Me-Too (Anti?) 
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(Benchmark: Story Line cont.) 

o Gentle Romance with some Religious infusion that is not preachy 

o Expected miscommunications as Story progresses but results in HFN 

o Some readers questioned the writer’s agenda: Was the Romance just a 

vehicle for the religious content?  

o Series continues with featuring secondary CHs:  

 Brunch at Bittersweet Café: #2 Melody-pastry chef (2019);  

 The Solid Grounds Coffee Company: #3 Ana & Bryan the climber 

(2020) 

FRAME 

o Denver, Colorado provides good background and street-level detail  

o Culinary details sparkle—both the food shopping, preparation, and 

consuming aspects as does the fashion and decorating specifics  

 Enthusiasm for Denver’s food scene resonates 

 Realistic atmosphere of the restaurant kitchen 

o Weather adds to the Frame and the Tone 

o Details may matter to the engagement of the reader to the Story 

 

PACE  

o Steady page turning as relationship and ST in relationship intensifies  

STYLE 

o Descriptive and engaging; especially the details of food and fashion 
o Sweet and Funny 
o Alternating Narrative 3rd POVs between Rachel and Alex 
o Good dialogue 
o Some readers criticized how the book was written—“too much tell not 

enough show”. 

 For example: Author not truly providing follow-through or blending 

elements together well enough to “buy” Rachel’s motivation for not 

forgiving Alex and looking for reasons to shut down the relationship. 

 Other terms used for the writing were inconsistent, contrived, over-

explained or under-explained to some.  

 Discussion of what is well-written: This is defined by the reader and 

when describing a book a reader’s definition or the weight of their 

importance for Style takes precedence. The RA replaces our criteria 

with their criteria. Especially if we disagree with their assessment. The 

reader wins. Difference between suggest and recommend. 

RA:   Rachel Hauck; Suzanne Woods Fisher for Religious integrated with 

Romance/Relationships and Amy Reichert and Sonali Dev for more foodie emphasis. 

Don’t forget to tie to Whole Collection — TV (Hallmark), Films, Nonfiction 
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SUMMATION OF APPEAL FOR GENTLE/RELIGIOUS ROMANCE 

 

1.)  CHARACTERS—Relationship building is primary but want CHs 

that are passionate and who move the reader. Often one of the 

CHs (usually male) has a conflict or is alienated from religion 

and this becomes a major problem in the Story Line. 

2.)  Sweet Innocent TONE (Sex is usually rated G.) but allows for ST 

to build. 

3.)  STORY LINE—HEA or HFN with an element of spiritual growth 

for Inspirational/Religious Romance sometimes focusing on the 

resolution of Religious differences often validating the reader’s 

own beliefs 

4.)  PACE is dependent on the relationship development as it heats 

up 

5.)  FRAME may have some bearing on readers’ choices 

(Historical/19thC. Westerns popular) and desire for Religious 

detail may vary for readers  

 

See following for general Romance Genre Appeal.  
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GENERAL ROMANCE APPEAL 

★ Emotion Genre (like Relationship & Horror) 

o Gain power through the emotional response they create and elicit from readers 

o Driven by reader’s attachment to both what happens in the story & how story feels as it 

unfolds 

★ Romance Fiction focuses on emotional responses & physical union of two central characters 

o Stress conflicts & resolutions between these two characters 

o Centrally concerned with emotional satisfactions of the resulting relationships 

o Involve readers at an Emotional level 

o Have plots that revolve around the love relationship and its happily-ever-after, (HEA); all 

else that happens is secondary.  Modern takes are often Happy-for-now (HFN) 

o Central focus and entire point of the novel is always the romantic relationship 

 

★ Tone 

○ Appeals first to the Emotions 

○ Affirming 

○ Also about the creation of “tightly connected groups” and the power of love on all levels 

○ Individual tone varies greatly 

○ Emotionally satisfying happy ending absolutely necessary (whether HEA or HFN) 

 

★ Sex as a subset of Tone:  How spicy does a reader want their romance? 

o Some readers enjoy story for emotional satisfaction and find the details of the sex scenes less 

important than the witty banter and evocative “set scenes” 

o Other readers find sex definitely important part of the story and expect well-created and 

detailed love scenes 

o Some readers want no anatomic details but desire the creation of a sensual atmosphere 

o Terms to use: Chaste; Mildly Sensual; Steamy; Explicit 

o Erotica refers to stories that do not have an HEA because the relationship is about the sex; 

Romance Fiction can contain erotic scenes or descriptions but Erotica has no or little 

relationship building 

 

★ Character  

○ Characters are vivid and sometimes quickly drawn and turns on the primary relationship 

○ Detailed inner lives helps Romance more deeply connect with the 

characters/protagonists 

○ Writing to pattern does not mean all novels and characters are all the same or that the 

pattern is static 

○ Heroines depicted as “idealized versions of modern ’everyday’ women”;   strong, bright, 

independent 
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(General Romance Character Appeal cont.) 

 

○ Heroes typically are powerful, confident, and slightly dangerous but times have changed 

because they are also supportive, appreciative, and accepting the heroine’s right to her 

own life. 

○ Secondary characters are usually well-developed & interesting and may become primary 

in other titles 

 

★ Storyline 

○ Feature a misunderstanding between protagonists or outside circumstances that force 

them apart 

○ Followed by the satisfactory resolution of relationship 

○ Arc = Unfolding courtship; Developing relationship; Happy Conclusion (Romantic future 

looks bright.) 

○ Social & Moral issues are secondary and do not interfere with the HEA 

 

★ Language/Style 

○ Lush & expressive language, pulling readers into each scene and overarching tone 

○ Authentic dialogue fits the time & place 

○ Sets the stage (Setting), extensive use of descriptive adjectives for Character & Tone 

○ Rapid fire and witty banter; letters; diaries; telephone/texts make “set pieces” fresh 

with flair and speed 

○ Better authors choose details well and use metaphorical language 

○ See Sex as a subset of Tone (above) 

 

★ Frame/Setting 

○ Emphasize details of time and place   

○ Specific geographical/temporal location adds insight into story’s times 

○ Attracts readers as distinctive cultural and social particulars often frame the stories 

○ See Sex as a subset of Tone (above) 

 

★ Pace 

○ Tends to be fast-paced; Readers fall into the stories 

○ Rely more on dialogue than description in the narrative 
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(General Romance Appeal cont.) 

 

★ Readers: 

○ Are avid and enthusiastic 

○ Are among the Library’s Super Patrons 

○ Are not afraid to, indeed will, embrace downloading Ebooks  & Audio 

○ Enjoy talking about their favorites or dislikes and may know more than we do about 

authors/genres 

○ Are open to new authors and genre blends 

○ Have decided opinions on genre and what they like to read 

○ Know subgenres well 

○ Know how sexy they want their books to be 

 

 

[Notes taken from Saricks/Wyatt RA Guide to Genres 3rd ed. 2019] 
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Questions to ask Readers:  

 

GENERAL RA Qs: Prime the pump… 

Tell me about the last book you read that you really liked, and what did you 

specifically like about it? 

Tell me about a book you didn’t like and why? 

What are the last three books you read and enjoyed? 

What is your favorite classic novel or series and why?   

What video games do you play, or which movies, TV series do you like?   

What book have you read that you wish you could read again for the first 

time? 

Tell me about the last book that you could not put down. 

What is something you thought you would like but couldn’t get into? 

What are your interests? 

What are some of your interests outside of reading? What are your 

hobbies? 

How do you feel about translations? 

 

ROMANCE:  

Why do you like Romance novels?  

Who are your favorite Romance authors? 

How spicy do you prefer your romance?  

Do you have any favorite tropes (patterns, plots like marriage of 

convenience or friends to lovers)?  

 

GENTLE/INSPIRATIONAL/RELIGIOUS:                                                                                                                                               

Any Story arcs or Tropes that you like? Meet Cute? Friends to Enemy; 

Fake Relationship, Etc. 

Does setting matter to you?                                                                                                                 

Do you have a country, culture, climate, occasion in mind? 

Series or Standalone? 

Do you wish to explore a particular faith or belief? 
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CHOICE TITLES: (See blog for complete reviews.) 

(https://ragenrestudy.wordpress.com/romance-arc2-religious-gentle-romance-1-25-22/) 

 

Leane                                                                                                                                                                                           

Title: A Girl’s Guide to the Outback (2020) 

Author: Jessica Kate 

Appeal Factors: CH/TONE/FRAME/ Sweet, Gentle Lust & Kissing                                             

Title: Hope Harbor: Hope Harbor#1 (2015) 

Author: Irene Hannon 

Appeal Factors: CH/TONE/FRAME/ Gentle PG/Seagulls 

Beth S. 

Title: Send Down the Rain (2018) 

Author: Charles Martin 

Appeal Factors:  Fast-paced; Courageous but flawed hero; strong emotional pull 

(Note: Leane questioned whether she should have put this title on the Choice list 

due to lack of Romance.) 

Jeanne                                                                                                                                                

Title: On a Summer Tide: Three Sisters Island#1 (2019) 

Author: Suzanne Woods Fisher 

Appeal Factors:  Setting, Character, Gentle and Chaste 

Beth R.                                                                                                                                                      

Title:  Ayesha at Last (2019) 

Author:  Uzma Jalaluddin 

Appeal Factors:  CH/TONE/FRAME/Good Integration of Religion/Gentle-PG/    

Pride & Prejudice homage (Note: Leane also read and posted a review online.) 

Karen 

Title: My Amish Boyfriend (2014) 

Author: Melody Carlson 

Appeal Factors:   HEA with God/Gentle PG 
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Brigid 

Title: Love, Chai, and Other Four-Letter Words: Chai Masala Club#1 (2021) 

Author: Annika Sharma 

Appeal Factors:  Babysitter’s Club Intro Style to CH/Reads young for an Adult 

novel/PG 
 

Alyssa T. 

Title: Once More Upon a Time (2021) 

Author:  Roshani Chokshi 

Appeal Factors:  Fast-paced novella/Tongue-in-cheek/Fantasy (specifically fairy 

tale) setting/RATING: PG  

Tatjana                                                                                                                                          

Title: The Librarian of Boone’s Hollow (2020)                                                                                                         

Author: Kim Vogel Sawyer                                                                                                                        

Appeal Factors:  Frame, Character, Tone, Plot, Chaste Romance 

Erin                                                                                                                                                  
Title: The Happy Camper (2020)                                                                                                    
Author: Melody Carlson                                                                                                             
Appeal Factors:  Bittersweet Tone/Creepy Ex-Boyfriend distracts from the Story/ 
Religion lighter than some Carlson fare/Gentle PG 

Jan                            

Title: Royal Holiday (2019)                                                                                                        

Author: Jasmine Guillory                    

Appeal Factors: Humor; Older CHs; Gentle Story; PG 


